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Dear friends,

The metaphors from athletics seem ever more appropriate, and as we
turn into the last straight and urge ourselves on to the finishing
post, we realise better what is at stake# We are on the brink of what
may prove to be one of the most important times that Caux has ever
seen. We expect 126 arrivals today, and a housecount tonight in the
570s; yesterday already we started overflowing down to Glion. This is
of course the industry-hosted session, but Caux is also for a few days
going to play host to a small but very distinguished group of
American, European and Japanese top industrialists, invited for a
'round table' by Frits Philips and Olivier Giscard d'Estaing.

The new session opens tonight, with a special banquet for the
'round tablers', and then an evening meeting for all. My mind is
straining with problems of accommodation, and the creative inspiration
failing, I'm afraid. We all need an extra gift of energy and grace and
giving. Lotty Wolvekamp tells me that the secretaries have made over
35,000 photocopies in the last month I And certainly our bed-night
count is going to be way up on last year. It was nearly double in
June, and in July came to 11,286 compared with 7,047 in 1985.

The weather is freshening, after several wet days, and the Dents
du Midi are clothed in a generous covering of fresh snow. The Africans
and Asians start to leave for home or London and Tirley, warned to move
on by the first fore-runners of winter. Chronic activists like me are
already trying to turn their minds to the lessons from this summer for
the future, and an outline for next summer's conferences. It is
something of an effort to turn the mind back to the week just gone.

The dialogue has not always been easy to promote; the Afro-Asian
team were not able to see each other before Caux to plan and prepare.
But at the heart of the session there has been the powerful example and
leadership of some of the group of young people who took part in an
action in India leading up to the dialogue in Panchgani last year, and
then went on to a further action in Zimbabwe and Uganda, before coming
to Caux.

There has been the 'usual unexpected', some deeply stirring
unplanned moments. One of the young Indians spoke of the need to go
beyond peaceful coexistence to useful coexistence in their relationship
with Pakistan. He was followed onto the platform by a Pakistani from
Britain who told of the re-kindling of his faith here. Theii another
Indian spoke of the terrible hurts in his own family at the time of
partition, and of his own deep bitterness. 'If I can't cure the
bitterness in my own heart,* he went on, 'then we cannot heal the
relationship between our two countries.' He apologised, and in front of
us all, sought out the Pakistani and shook his hand.




